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This trend continued with the release of Heart of the Swarm in June. Heart of the Swarm features a significant evolutionary leap in gameplay and design from Wings of Liberty. Players can now
control the Zerg Swarm or the Protoss, and the unique units of each race make for a deeper and more satisfying experience than ever before. The higher up the ladder you climb, the more
hectic and frenetic everything becomes. Tournaments with much larger prize pools are broadcast across the globe, and viewers come in even larger numbers to watch the best play on their
favourite matches. The top players are more active in the game than ever before, often engaging in heated discussions with their opponents, teammates, and fans, making matches as much a
part of the eSports community as it is a sport. In Heart of the Swarm, you can experience what it feels like to compete at the highest level. StarCraft II Heart of the Swarm is one of the most
anticipated games of the year. StarCraft IIdevs introduced the same gameplay that fans of the original StarCraft are familiar with. Their next game will take that and introduce new players to
the huge invasion force. This open beta is one more sign that StarCraft II is in early production, and it will be here before you know it. Starcraft 2 Heart of the Swarm will be released in beta
tomorrow. You can download the beta today. So, what can you expect from it? Gameplay wise, there is a multiplayer option, we'll get a single-player mode, and we'll get a new unit, as well as
new buildings. It'll come out tomorrow.
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